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$1. INTRODUCTlON 
LET~:(C”, O)-+(C, 0) be a germ of quasihomogeneous function of Milnor number p with 
an isolated critical point. Let F:(C” x C’-‘, O)+(C, 0) be transversal to the orbit offin 
the space of germs of holomorphic functions preserving the origin with an isolated critical 
point, where we have the orbits of the action of the group of germs of biholomorphic 
mappings preserving the origin. We call the family F, a mini-transversal family off and 
call the stratum with constant Milnor number of F, the germ at the origin of the set of those 
values of parameters t for which F, has an isolated critical point at the origin of the same 
Milnor number asf. In [I], Amol’d showed that the stratum with constant Milnor number 
of a minitransversal family contains a germ of non-singular algebraic subset in (?‘-I of 
dimension m(f), where m(f) is the number of generators of a monomial basis of the 
finitely dimensional C-vector space C(x,, . . . , x,}/(8f/&,, . . . , c?~/c?x,) above and on the 
Newton boundary of 5 We call the number m(f) the inner modarity off (see [ 11). In [ 11, 
he conjectured that these germs coincide and showed this conjecture for 0- and l-modal 
quasihomogeneous functions (see [l, 21). In [13], we showed it for 2-modal quasi- 
homogeneous functions (see [l, 21). In [4], Gabrielov and Kushnirenko showed it for 
homogeneous functions, using the result of L& Dung Trang and Saito[7J The author does 
not know of any further work on this problem. 
In this paper, we shall determine the stratum with constant Milnor number of a 
mini-transversal family of a quasihomogeneous function of corank two with an isolated 
critical point; to prove the conjecture of Arnol’d for them. The details of our results are 
the following 
THEOREM. Let f be a quasihomogeneous f nction of corank two with an isolated critical 
point. Then the stratum with constant Milnor number of a mini-transversalfamily off equals 
a germ of non -singular algebraic subset in CJ’ - ’ of dimension m ( f ), where m(f) is the inner 
modality off and p is the Milnor number off 
COROLLARY. The modality of a quasihomogeneous f nction of corank two with an isolated 
critical point equals its inner modality (see the definition of modality in Preliminaries in this 
paper). 
The author wishes to thank Prof. E. Yoshinaga for useful suggestions. 
52. PRELIMINARIES 
Letf:(C”, o)-(C, o) be a germ of holomorphic function with an isolated critical point. 
The Milnor number off is defined by the dimension of C{x,, . . . , x,,)/(af /ax,, . . . , Jf/ax,) 
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as a finite-dimensional C-vector space and it is denoted by p(f). Let g: (C”. o)-(C. u) be 
a germ of holomorphic function with an isolated critical point and let V(f). V(g) be the 
germs at the origin of the hypersurfaces in C” defined byf, g. Then V(f‘) and V(g) have 
the same tupologicai. type if there exist balls B,,Bd in c” with centre o and a local 
homeomorphism f from B, onto Bs such that h(8,fl V cf)) = B,fl Y(g). We denote this 
situation by (c”, I’(f)) 31 (Cn. Y(g)). In [l 11, Teissier showed that if V(j) and Y(g) have 
the same topological type, then p(f) = p(g). 
Let F:C” x R-X be a function which is holomorphic on I E c” and smooth (i.e. Cr) 
on t E R. Suppose that for any t E R, f(o, r) = 0 and the germ f;:(C”, o)-(C. o) has an 
isolated critical point. Then in [6], Lt Dfing Tring and Ramanujan showed the following 
THEOREM 1. Ifp(fi) is independent oft E R and n # 3, then (Cn. V(J)) = (C”. V(j&) fur 
any t ER. 
We recall the result of Brauner[3]. Suppose that V(f) is a germ at the origin of 
irreducible plane curve with an isolated singular point and with order m. Since the tangent 
cone of V(f) has only one direction, by a coordinate transformation we have 
f(x, y) = y” + higher terms. 
Then by Weierstrass’ preparation theorem, we have the following up to a unit of the local 
ring C{X,Y> 
fk Y I= Y” + f Y”-‘4;Cu), 
1=I 
where ~Jx)EC(X) ord (&) > i, i = 1, . . . , m. Let y(x) be one of the m roots off(s, J) = 0. 
Then the Puiseux development of y(x) is given by the following (see [9]) 
where 
p,,n,EN i=O ,..., g m,EN i=l,... ,g 
(m,,n,)=l l<m,<n, i=I,...,g 
n,-, ‘< n, i=I,...,g 
m,...m,_, m,...m, 
fi mi=m. 
If V(f) has no singular point, then the Puiseux development of y(x) is reduced to the first 
sum by regrouping the terms with integer exponents in it. The result of Brauner is the 
following (see [3,9]). 
THEOREM 2.. The locul topologicul type of‘s germ V(f) ut the origin of irreducible plane 
curve with un isoluted singular point is comp1etel.v determined by the puirs qf integers (m,, n,) 
i=l....,g. 
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We call the pairs of integers (mi, ni) i = 1, . . . , g the Puiseux characteristic pairs of V(f) 
(briefly, the Pusieux pairs). From this theorem, we see that the order m offis a topological 
invariant of germs of irreducible plane curves. 
If V(f) is a germ of reducible plane curve, then the following theorem is useful (see 
[5, 12, 141). 
THEOREM 3. Let V(f), V(g) be germs at the origin of plane curves in C*. Let 
V(f) = v, u.. . u v, V(g)= v;u...u v:, 
be decompositions of the germs into irreducible components. Then V(f) and V(g) have the 
same topological type if and only if there exists a bijection B : { 1, . . . , I} --r ( 1, . . . , m } such 
that 
Cvi . vj>O = ( vh(~) * v&j))O for any iJ, 
where (.),, is the intersection number at the origin. 
A germ of polynomial function f :(Cn, o)+(C, o) is a quasihomogeneousfunction of type 
(4 r ,,..., r,) if 
f(tr’X1,. . . ) t’nx,) = tdf(x,, . . . , XJ for any t E R, 
where d, r, i = 1, . . , n are positive rational numbers. We call the number d the degree of 
f and call the number r, i = 1, . . . , n the weights off. Let g :(Cn, o)-+(C, o) be a germ of 
polynomial and let g = g,, + . . . + g4 (d, < - . * c d,J be the decomposition of g into 
quasihomogeneous functions of types (d,; r,, . . . , r,) i = 1, . . . , k. Then we use the follow- 
ing notation 
In(g)=&,, ord(g)=d,, deg(g)=d, for (r ,,..., r,). 
The following result of K. Saito[lO] is useful. 
THEOREM 4. Let f(x) be a quasihomogeneous function of type (d; r,, . . . , r,) with an 
isolated critical point. Then there exists a coordinate transformation xi = Q;(y) i = 1, . . . , n 
such that 
where h is a quasihomogeneous function of type (1; s,, . . . , sk) with 0 c si < l/2 i = 1, . . . , k. 
And the rype of h is uniquely determined. 
Note that h has an isolated critical point. We call the quasihomogeneous function h 
the principal part off and call the number k the corank off. Mini-transversal families of 
f. h are analytically equivalent after adding non-degenerate quadratic form 
_I 
.I‘;+[ -I- ” + ~4”~. Hence in what follows, we shall consider a quasihomogeneous function 
oftype(l:r ,...., r,)(briefly,(r, ,.,., r,,))withO<r,<1/2i=l,..., nandwithanisolated 
critical point. 
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The modalif! of a germ of holomorphic function is defined by the largest number m 
such that there exists in its mini-transversal family an m-dimensional analytic subset whose 
intersection with every orbit of the group of germs of biholomorphic mappmgs preserving 
the origin is empty or discrete (see [2]). 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Letf:(C”, o)*(C, o) be a germ of holomorphic function of Milnor number ,D with an 
isolated critical point. We denote by YF the stratum with constant Milnor number of a 
mini-transversal family F, off, namely as a germ at the origin 
y,= (f ~Cq-4FJ = P(f)). 
Ii is well known that the stratum Y, is a germ of algebraic subset at the origin in C”- ‘. 
Let F, be the mini-transversal family off, given by 
f’(x, t> =f(x) + c v#~,tx), 
,=I 
a monomial basis of a finite-dimensional C-vector space 
x,, . . . , dfi8x,) (4 is the maximal ideal of the local ring C{.Y,, , .u,,j). 
of type (r,, . . . , r,), then by Arnol’d[l], we see that 
where -cu’F is the germ at the origin of the set 
{<flV . .,t,_,)d?q,=O f or i for which deg(4J < 1 for (r,, . , r,1)i 
In what follows, we will denote representatives of Y,, JZ?~ be the same symbols whenever 
this is not confusing. 
We shall consider the following quasihomogeneous functions of three types, given by 
.fl(x,Y)=~~“+.Yb+g(x,y) a,b 13 
fi(.r, y) = x(x” + yb + g(x, y)) a, b 2 2 
f;(-u,y)=-ry(x”+yb+g(~,y)) a,b 2 1, 
where g is a quasihomogeneous function of type (l/a, l/b) and g does not contain the 
monomials s”, yh with non-zero coefficients andf; (i = 1,2,3) has an isolated critical point. 
Note that ,f’,, j;, f; are quasihomogeneous of type (I/a, I/b), (I/(a + I ), ai(u + ilb ). 
(h/(uh + u + h), a/(ab + a + 6)) respectively. 
Let k be the greatest common measure of the exponents a, b and put II = ck. h = dk. 
Then we see that 
,+,=k 
Let <, E C* (i = I,. , k) be the roots of the equation 
1 +Xk + C a,,X’=O. 
i+/=k 
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Then we have the decomposition of fi(x,Y) in the local ring C{x,Y) into irreducible 
components 
Note that ci # j, for any i,j (i fj) sincef,(x, Y) has an isolated critical point and it is square 
free. 
Note that for any i (i 2 1) 
bx’yb-’ + xi% (x,Y) = x’ (x,y), Jf 
aY aY 
Thus we can find the mini-transversal family F,, off,, given by the following 
where (4,,, . . . t d~,,,-~) is a monomial basis of Y,, which does not contain the monomials 
x’Yb-’ (i 2 1) and p, is the Milnor number off,. Note that for any i (i 2 1) 
(a + 1)x”y’ + yb+’ +Y’@(x,Y)+xg (x,Y))=y’g (x,y) 
bxi+lyb-l+Xi+l~ 
@ (x,y) = xi$ (x,y)* 
Thus we can find the mini-transversal families F,,, F;, of f2, given by the following 
Pz- 1 
F,(x, Y. t) =&(x7 Y) + 1 r&%(x, Y) 
i=O 
F;(x, Y 7 f) =fdX, Y > + 1 lid) L(Xv Y 1, 
i=O 
where {h,, . . . , cP,,,-,}(rew {$h,. . , dG,,-,>) 
contain the monomrals yb+’ (i 2 1), x’+ ‘yb-’ 
is a monomial basis of LZf2 which does not 
(i 2 1) (resp. x’y (i 2 1)) and p2 is the Milnor 
number of f2. Note that for any i (i 2 1) 
ag 
Y b+l+~+(u+l)x~y’+‘+y’+‘g(x,y)+xy’+’x(X’y)=y’ax ah (A Y) 
(b + I)s”‘Y~+ x”+‘+l +x’+‘g(X,y)+x’+lY~ (x,y)=x@ (x,y). 
8Y aY 
Thus we have the mini-transversal family-F,, of f3, given by the following 
P3 - 1 
&C-U, Y  f> =f3(X, Y) + 1 ridAX, Y>, 
i=O 
where {h,. . . .4,,,,-,> IS a monomial basis of LZ’,, which does not contain the monomials 
s ‘+ ‘,I.~ (i 2 1). J.“~’ +I (i 2 1) and ii, is the Miinor number of f3. 
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We shall determine the strata 9, i = 1. _, 3 3 for the mini-transversal families F, 
i= 1,2,3. 
LEMMA 1. For the mini-transversal family F,, of the quasihomogeneous f nction .f;. 1t.e 
have 
Proof. Suppose that the germ of the semi-algebraic subset Y,, - dF, at the origin in 
Cl-’ is not empty; so that the topological closure of YF, - d,, contains the origin. By 
the curve selection lemma (see [8]), we can find a real analytic curve i, :[O, x)-+CY - ’ with 
i(O) = 0 and with i(t) E 9’,, - a?,, # C#I for any t > 0. As noted before, there exist non-zero 
complex numbers [, E C i = 1, . . . , k ([, # c, i #j) for which we have the decomposition 
off, in the local ring C{x, y > into irreducible components 
Since FIIc,, is a smooth family on I E [0, co) with a constant Milnor number I. we have 
by Theorem I 
CC*, UFli,,J) = CC’, Ytf,)) for any t E LO, a). 
Hence, if FIj.(r) has the irreducible decomposition in C{x, y > 
then,byTheorem3wehave,foranyi,j=l,...,k,i#jandanytE[O,cc;) 
K2, w!,)> = (C2> V(f;,)) 
Note that A, (i = I, . . . , k) is at least continuous in the real parameter t since there exists 
a simultaneous table radius for the family V(F,;.,,,) of germs of plane curves with constant 
Milnor number (see [6, 151). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that b 5 a. In what follows. any, hereafter 
fixed, sufficiently small parameter t > 0 is chosen. 
If fii (i = I,. . . , k) has an isolated critical point, i.e. d 2 2, then V(fi,) (i = I, . , k) 
is a germ of irreducible plane curve with the Puiseux pair (d c). Since we have 
(C*, v(f;,>) = (C’, VtjJ> i = 1, . . , k. 
if d 2 2, then the Puiseux pair of the germ of the irreducible plane curve V(f;,) 
(i = 1 I..‘, k) is equal to (cl, c) and the order off;, (i = 1,. . , k) is equal to d. Note that 
the order of,f;, (i = I, . , k) is equal to d even iff;, (i = I, . , k) has no critical point. 
Since the tangent cone of Y(f;,) (i = 1.. . . k) has only one direction, we have for any i 
(i= I,...,k) 
l;,(_~, y ) = (h,,y + a”,x)” + higher terms b,,, # 0. 
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where b,, # 0 because that f;, is close to Ji for any i (i = 1, . . . , k). Then by Weierstrass’ 
preparation theorem, 
Af(x, y> = ui,(x7 Y) t_Y + aiitx)d+ i 0, + a&x)d-‘4ijlx) i=l,...,k, 
/=I 
where u,~ (i = 1,. , , k) is a unit of the local ring C{x,y} and 
4, E C(x> ord (4,) >j foranyi,j(i=l,..., k j=l,..., d). 
We redefine 
f;,(x, y) = 0, + a&x)d+ f 0, + a&X)d-J4,(X) i=l,...,k 
j=I 
and put 
k 
u, = n Ui,. 
i=l 
Lety,(x) (i = 1, . . . , k) be one of the d roots of the equationf;,(x, y) = 0. Then the Puiseux 
development of y,(x) is given by the following 
yi(x) = f a& +J + g bijx@+J~ld b. # 0 i=l,...,k, 
/=O I=0 
wherec,EN 1~ci+j<c/da,#Oi=1,...,kj=O,...,p,ifthefirstsumintheabove 
expansion is non-zero. Iff,, (i = 1, . . , k) has no critical point, i.e. d = 1, then the terms 
in the second sum of the Puiseux development y,(x) have integer exponents on x. Put 
_y = x, i=l,...,k. 
J=o 
Then, in terms of X, Y,, we can write 
.L,tx2Y)= n oi -Yityl ‘x)1 
If‘+= I 
= Yf+(-b,JdXc+t+h,,(X, Yi) i=l,..., k, 
where 
+ f b,v c + Jx Cc iAId 
,=o 
Y,(q x) = i b,iyl'+JX(r+/)rd 
J=o 
$,,E C{X, Y,} ord (IL,,) > 1 for (I/c, l/d) i = 1,. . , k. 
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Thuswehaveforanyi(i=l,...,k) 
( 
P, 
> 
d 
f;,(.u, y) = y - c up ” + ( - b,Jd.K“ + $, I, _v - f a,,.y"fi +’ 
,=o ( /=O ) 
and if the first sum in the development of y,(x) is non-zero, then we have 
In (f;,) = (JJ - uflxC~ )d for (l/c&, l/d) 
and if not, then we have 
In(J;t)=j@+ ( -bio)d~l’ for (l/c, l/d). 
Note that In(q) = a constant for any weights. By the hypothesis that ;I(t) E Y,, - u’~, # q3 
for t > 0, there exists i for which the Puiseux expansion of y,(x) has non-zero first sum. 
Because if not, then we have 
ord (F,,(,,) = ord 2 deg (f,) = k for (l/c, l/d) 
namely 
ord V’,,(,J 2 deg (I;) = 1 for (l/a, l/b). 
Thus we assume c, to be the minimum of the q’s for i’s where y,(x) has Puiseux expansion 
with non-zero first sum. Suppose that aio = a,, if c, = c,. Let m be the number of the set 
{ilci = c,j. Th en we see that 
In (F,,(,,) = K . y’k-m)d(_y - u,,#~)~~ for (l/c,4 l/d) 
since 
In (f;,) = 0, - Q,~x’~)~ for (l/c,4 l/d) if c, = cl 
In (_A,) = yd for (l/c,d, l/d) otherwise 
In (u,) = K (a constant) for any weights. 
Thus Fll(,) contains the monomial y b-‘~C~ with non-zero coefficient. But this contradicts 
the fact the F,,.(,, does not contain the monomials x’v’-’ (i 2 1) with non-zero coefficient. 
Hence if m = 1, we have Y,, - d,, = 4, and Y,, = d,, since Y,, 3 ,cu’,,. Note that m = 1 
ifj; is irreducible, i.e. k = 1. If m 1 2, then we can find some I( # 1) for which c, = c, and 
u, # u,,,. Then we see that 
cd = (VU; 1) . Of,,)), 
= ( w,> V(h))” 
= ord (h,(t4 _v,(f9)) 
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= ord ((al0 - uJd. ~‘1’ + higher terms) 
= c,d’. 
But this contradicts c, < c/d. Hence we have YF, - d,, = r$, and we have Y,, = .R!,, since 
Y,, 3 JZ~~-,. These complete the proof. 
LEMMA 2. I’ b s a, then for the mini-transversal famiIy F2, of the quasihomogeneous 
function ,fi, we have 
Y F2 = &F2. 
If a s b, then for the mini-transversalfamily F;, of the quasihomogeneous f nction ft, we have 
Proof. Suppose that the germ of the semi-algebraic subset Y,, - d,,(resp. Y, - “Fi) 
at the origin in Cp2-’ is not empty. Then we can find a real analytic curve k:[O, co)-K!~- 
with 1.(O) = 0 and with l(f)EyF> - d, (reSp. 94pFi - ~2~~) for any t > 0. Corresponding to 
the decomposition of fi in C{x, y } into irreducible components 
fXx, Y > = x ’ ,fio C_Y”+ iixc) ‘= ,fIo_Mx~ Y 17 
we have the decomposition of F,,,,,(resp. F;,,,,) in C{x, y> into irreducible components 
k k 
f&t, = l--If( ,, rev. &I = :, for any r E [0, co). 
,=O 
I-If.) 
i=O 
Hence, by Theorems 1 and 3 we have for any i,j (i,j = 0,. . . , k i #j) and any t E [0, 00) 
In what follows, any, hereafter fixed, sufficiently small parameter t > 0 is chosen. 
First we shall consider the case where b 6 a. In the same way as in Lemma 1, we have 
the following up to a unit uir E C(x, y) (i = 1,. . . , k) 
.L,(x,r)= ( 4’ -j~ou’?i’.‘~ 
d + ( - b&Jdx’ + I&/ x, y - f ffi$‘~ +j i=l,...,k. 
j=o > 
Since Fz,.,,, does not contain the monomials y*+’ (i 2 1) with non-zero coefficients, we have 
J,,(o, y) = 0. Thus, since fo, is close to fro = x, we have 
fo,(x, y) = uo, . x5 
where uo, is a unit of the local ring C{x, y}. We redefine 
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and put 
4 = n 4,. 
,=O 
By the hypothesis that i_(t) E YFz - -d, # 4 for t > 0, we can find the exponent c, as in 
Lemma 1. Because if not, then we have 
ord (Fx(,J = ord 2 deg b> + i deg (J;,) 
,=I 
= l/c + k for (l/c. l/d) 
namely 
ord (F,,(,,) 2 1 for (l/(a + l), a/(a t 1)6). 
Suppose that a,, = a,, if c, = c, and let m be the number of the set (i(c, = cl>. Then Fzrc,, 
contains the terms K . ~y(~-“‘)~(_p - a,oxcl)md since 
In (f;,) = 0, - u,~x~~)~ for (l/c& l/d) if c, = c, 
In(f;J = yd for (I/c,4 I/d) otherwise 
In (u,) = K (a constant) for any weights, 
Thus Fzic,, contains the monomial ~‘1 + ‘y b - ’ with non-zero coefficient. But this contradicts 
the fact that FzLtIj does not contain the monomials x’+‘yb-’ (i 2 I) with non-zero 
coefficients. Hence if m = 1, then we have Y, - d, = 4, and we have Y, = dF2 since 
S, 2 d,. If m 2 2, then there exist some I( # 1) for which c, = c, and aA) = a,,. By the same 
discussion of the intersection number as in Lemma 1, we have c, = c/d, but this is a 
contradiction. Thus we have Y, -d, = 4, and we have 9, = dy’, since 9’,, 3 A$,. 
Hence we have the contradiction-in the-case where b 5 a. _ _ 
Second we shall consider the case where a s b. Then it is enough to consider 
_/id-? Y) = .vfi(x, y) b 5 a. 
We consider the mini-transversal family F;, corresponding to the new fi. Then note that 
F;, does not contain the monomials ,?yh (i 2 1). Since f;, is close to fzo, we have 
f&(.u,y) = b&y + u&x + higher terms hi, # 0. 
By Weierstrass’ preparation theorem, we have 
PI1 
f;,(x,y) = uO,(x, y) y - C uo,xc~+ - f b++‘+’ d”E N d,, 2 c/d. 
,=o ,=O 
where c,, E N 1 5 c,) + j < c/d q,,) # 0 if the first sum in the above expansion is non-zero. 
In the same way as in Lemma 1. we have the following up to a unit u,, E C{X,_V) 
(i=l,...,k) 
f’:l(x, _v) = y - f U&’ +’ 
d 
+ ( - bJ’_u’ + I,+,, x,), - f up” 7’ 
, =o , =c, 
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for i=l,...,k. We redefine 
f&(X, Y) = Y - ,to uo~co+’ -,fo bPda+’ 
and put 
By the hypothesis that A(z)E~‘~; - dF5 = &I for t > 0, there exist some i(0 s i I k) for 
which a, # 0. Because if not, then we have 
ord (FL,,,) = ord 2 deg (y) + i deg (f;,) 
i=l 
= l/d + k for (I/c, l/d) 
namely 
ord (F;,,,,) 2 1 for (b/(b + l)a, l/(b + 1)). 
Note that fi quasihomogeneous of type (b/(b f l)a, l/(b + 1)). Let cs be the minimum of 
the set {~,]a,~ # 0 (0 s i 5 k)}. Suppose that uao = a, if cg = ci. Then if cp = co, then F&,, 
contains the terms 
K.Y (k-m)dO, _ w~a)d+l 
and if not, then F;,,,, contains the terms 
K.Y (k-m)d+lO, _ uti~8)d 
since 
i 
In (f:,) = 0, - u~x~~)~ for (l/c,d, I/d) if ci = cp 
In (A) = Y d for (1 /c,d, 1 /d) otherwise 
In (f&) = y - uOOxco for (l/cod, l/d) if co = cp 
In (f&) = Y for (I/cod, I/d) otherwise 
In (u,) = K (a constant) for any weights. 
Thus in both cases, F;,(,, contains the monomial xQy* with non-zero coefficient. But this 
contradicts the fact that F&,,, does not contain the monomials x’y” (i 2 1) with non-zero 
coefficients. Hence if # (ilcg = c, (0 s i 5 k)] = 1, then we have Y,; - ~4,; = 4, and we 
have 9, = &‘, since 9,~ d,. If # {iIcE = c, (0 2 i Sk)) 2 2, then there exist some _ _
I( #g) for which cn = c, and agO = a,. Then if g = 0, we have 
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where 
ye(x) = 2 uop+’ + f b*$O’J 
J=o /=O 
and y,(x) has the same Puiseux development as in Lemma 1. Bu .t this contradicts c0 < c,;d. 
Next if g, 1 # 0, then we have co = c/d in the same discussion of the intersection number 
as in Lemma 1. Thus we have 9, - d, = 4, and we have Y, = d, since Y,; 2 ..dF2. 
Hence we have the conclusion in the case where a 2 b. These complete the proof. 
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c = (~u-i,) Wfi,)h 
= ( Wb) . w-;,))” 
= ord (fb(r. .vo(~))) 
= ord 
( 
n CW) -Y,(v * ~1) 
rp= I 
= ord ((am - a,,#. .r“@ + higher terms) 
= cod, 
LEMMA 3. For the mini-transversal family F,, of the quasihomogeneous f nction fi. we 
have 
Proof. Suppose that the germ of the semi-algebraic subset Y, - d,, at the origin in 
P-’ is not empty. Then we can choose a real analytic curve i:[O, ‘x)+C’- with ;I(O) = 0 
and with A(t) E yF, - d, for t > 0. Corresponding to the decomposition off; in C{.Y, Y) 
into irreducible components 
+UX,Y) = XV .,fi tY”+ W) := fi _MKY). 
i= -I 
we have the decomposition of FS1(,, in C(x,Y} into irreducible components 
_/Xx, Y) = xY fi (_Y~+ i,xl‘) := fi Fj,(-X, Y), 
,=-, ,=-I 
we have the decomposition of Fzlc,, in C{x, Y) into irreducible components 
Flj,(r) = fi J;, for any t E [O, 53). 
,=-I 
Hence, by Theorems I and 3 we have for any i,.j (i,j = - 1, . , k i #j) and any I E [O. -x) 
(C?> vu-3,)) = CC?* V(L)) 
( WJ . ~G,>)” = (VU,) Vu;,)),,. 
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In what follows, any, hereafter fixed, sufficiently small parameter t > 0 is chosen. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that b 5 a. 
In the same way as in the preceeding lemma, we have the following up to a unit 
U,,EC(XJ} (i=O )...) k) 
fo,(x, f’) = y - f cz+co+j 
J=o 
- ,zo b pdo +I 
> 
d + ( - bio)dxc + titi x,y - f ayx’4+J 
j=O > 
for any i (i = 1.. . . , k). Since F31(r) does not contain the monomials y”+’ +’ (i >= 1) with 
non-zero coefficients, we havef_ Ir (0, y) E 0. Thus, since f _ I, is close tof3, _ , = x, we have 
f-&by)= U_l,‘X, 
where u_], is a unit of the local ring C(x, y}. We redefined 
f-,r(x,Y)=x 
and put 
k 
u,= n ui,. 
I= -I 
By the hypothesis that A(t) E YF, - d, # Cp for t > 0, there exist some i (0 5 i 5 k) for 
which a, # 0. Because if not, then we have 
ord (F3;.,,,) = ord U, ( .,fi/)ddeg(x)+degO.)+~odeg(A,) 
= I/c + l/d for (l/c, l/d) 
namely 
ord (F,,,,,) 2 1 for (b/(ab + a + b), a/(ab + a + 6)). 
Let cR be the minimum of the set (ci(uio # 0 (0 2 i $ k)). Suppose that ano = a, if cp = c,. 
Then if c,~ = cO, then F3j,(,j contains the terms 
and if not, then F3j.(r) contains the terms 
K . xy (k-m)d+l o,- u,xcyd 
since 
c In (f;,) = @ - aHx’~)d for (l/c,d, l/d) if cg = c, 
I In (_A,) = _vd for (I/c,d, l/d) otherwise 
TOP \Ol 13. NC, I-H 
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I In (fo,) = y - a&a for (l/c&, Iid) if cQ = c0 
I In (for> =Y for (l/c& l/d) otherwise 
In (u,) = K (a constant) for any weights. 
Thus F,,,(,, contains the monomial x 8 c + ‘y* with non-zero coefficient. But this contradicts 
the fact that F3j,(rj does not contain the monomials x ‘+ly* (i 2 1) with non-zero coefficients. 
Hence if # (‘1~~ = c, (0 6 i 5 k)} = 1, then we have immediately a contradiction. If 
# {i]cg = c, (0 g i 2 k)} 2 2, then we have a contradiction in the same discussion of the 
intersection umber as in Lemma 2. Hence we have Y, - d, = 4, and we have .YF, = d,, 
since YF, 1 d,. These complete the proof. 
Now we are in a stage to show our theorem. 
THEOREM. Let f be a quasihomogeneous f nction of corank two with an isolated critical 
point. Then the stratum with constant Milnor number of a mini-transversal fami1.v of j’equals 
a germ of non -singular algebraic subset at the origin in Cp - ’ of dimension m ( f ). where m ( f ) 
is the inner modality off and p is the Milnor number off. 
Proof. Let fO be the principal partrt off. Since fO has an isolated critical point. fO has 
one of the following pairs of monomials with non-zero coefficients (up to permutation of 
variables x, y); 9, y* (a, b 2 3), x4+ ‘, xy*(a, b >= 2), x0+ ‘y, xy*+’ (a. b 1 1). Thus we may 
assume that fO is one of the quasihomogeneous functions f; i = 1,2,3. We put 
G,k y, =, t)=F,(x,y,t)+z,*+...+z,Z_, i = 1,3 
GA-G Y
fqx, y, t) + z,* + . . . + z;: -2 
F;(x, y, t) + z,* + . . + ’ z,_, 
Then G,, is a mini-transversal family off for somej (j = 1,2,3). Since p(G,,) = p(f) if and 
only if p(F,,) = p(x), by the preceeding lemmata we have 
Let G, be any mini-transversal family of f and let r:(C;-‘, o)-(Cf-‘, o) be a bi- 
holomorphic mapping under which the mini-transversal family G, is equivalent to the 
mini-transversal family G,,. By the mapping r, we have the analytic isomorphism 
Hence S, is a germ of non-singular algebraic subset at the origin in C-’ of the same 
dimension as .d,,. Since the dimension of d,, is equal to the inner modality off: we have 
the conclusion. 
We have the following corollary immediately from the definitions of modality and inner 
modality. 
COROLLARY. The modality of a quasihomogeneous f nction of corank tlt’o \tsith an isolated 
critic4 point equals its inner modality. 
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